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Abstract
Indium oxide is widely used as a transparent electrode in optoelectronic devices and
as a photocatalyst with activity for the reduction of CO2. However, very little is known
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about its surface structure. In this report, directional lone-pair surface states due to
filled 5s2 orbitals have been identified on In2O3(111) through a combination of hard
and soft X-ray photoemission spectroscopy and density functional theory calculations.
The lone pairs reside on indium ad-atoms in a formal +1 oxidation state, each of which
traps two electrons into a localised hybrid orbital protruding away from the surface
and lying just above the valence band maximum in photoemission spectra. The third
electron associated with the ad-atoms is delocalised into the conduction band, thus
producing the surface electron accumulation layer identified previously on vacuum-
annealed In2O3(111) (1×1) surfaces. The surface structure is further supported by
low-energy electron diffraction. The 5s2 lone pairs confer Lewis basicity on the surface
In sites, and may have a pronounced impact for the (photo-)catalytic activity of reduced
In2O3.
Introduction
Metallic elements occupying positions beyond the end of the transition series in the periodic
table display two main oxidation states: the group oxidation state N and the N-2 state.1,2
Lower valent N-2 compounds frequently adopt structures in the solid state where the N-2
cations occupy sites with coordination geometries lacking inversion symmetry: Sn(II)O,3
Sn(II)S,4 Pb(II)O,5 and Bi(III)2O3
6 are just some typical examples. Free ions in the N-2
state such as Sn2+ have an ns2 electron configuration, with empty np levels. The conventional
explanation of the propensity for asymmetric cation sites involves the idea of directional elec-
tron lone pairs formed by on-site hybridisation between occupied metal ns states and one
of the empty np states, thus lowering the internal electronic energy of the cation through a
second-order Jahn-Teller effect.1,2 This mixing is not possible at sites with inversion symme-
try because s and p states are of opposite parity. However, the metal ns states are generally
much too low in energy to allow direct interaction with metal np states.7,8 Through a com-
bination of first-principles calculations and X-ray spectroscopy techniques it has been shown
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recently that the ns-np interaction must instead be mediated by anion states, whose energy
lies between that of the ns and np states.9,10 Nonetheless, the idea of directional lone pair
hybrid states as the drivers of the structural distortions remains valid.
Cations occupying sites at a surface cannot experience full inversion symmetry. More-
over, oxides such as Sn(IV)O2 and In(III)2O3 have a propensity toward electron-rich n-type
behaviour, with the facile formation of oxygen vacancies. Bulk oxygen vacancies are two
electron donors, although whether this donor is deep or shallow is a matter of ongoing de-
bate.11,12 At a surface it may be envisaged that the electrons could be trapped in a directional
lone pair state protruding out into the vacuum from a surface cation adjacent to an oxygen
vacancy.13 Lone pair surface states of this sort were first invoked to account for structure in
the bandgap of photoemission spectra of Sn(IV)O2.
14,15 More recently, Ga(I) lone pairs have
been used to rationalise structure in photoemission spectra of ion-bombarded Ga(III)2O3.
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Lone pair surface states have also been invoked to account for the photocatalytic reduction
of CO on In2O3 powders.
13 Nonetheless, unambiguous identification of a lone-pair state on
a structurally well-defined oxide surface has remained elusive.
Here an electronic state in the bulk bandgap of vacuum annealed In2O3(111) (1×1) is
characterised by combined soft and hard X-ray photoemission measurements. Indium oxide
adopts the bixbyite structure, based on a 2×2×2 supercell of the fluorite (CaF2) structure
with an ordered arrangement of 25% of the anion sites which are empty. As with fluorite,
the (111) surface is the most stable amongst the low index terminations and is based on
repeating quadrupolar units with stoichiometry {O12In16O12} and a single dangling bond for
each atom at the surface.17 Previous analysis of intensity-voltage (I/V) curves in low energy
electron diffraction (LEED) for In2O3(111) (1×1) suggested an essentially bulk-truncated
structure with minor relaxations.18 However, more recent work using scanning tunnelling
microscopy (STM) has shown that there are in fact two distinct (111) structures: the bulk-
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truncated structure invoked in the previous LEED I/V study; and a new structure containing
a single indium ad-atom within each surface unit cell. The latter is formed by annealing
under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV),19 or by deposition of Fe.20 The signature of the ad-atom
reconstruction, a hexagonal array of bright spots in STM, was found in our own work us-
ing surface preparation procedures similar to those in the LEED experiments.21 This has
prompted reanalysis of the previously published LEED data. Addition of an ordered array of
indium ad-atoms to the bulk-cut structure leads to a small but significant improvement in the
Pendry R-factor. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations confirm that the occupation
of three-fold hollow sites by the ad-atoms used in the LEED analysis is energetically feasible.
As a result, simple electron counting dictates that each additional In atom (whose electron
configuration is 5s25p1) must contribute three electrons to the slab. It emerges that two of
these electrons are trapped on the In ad-atoms in a directional In(I) lone pair surface state,
while the third electron gives rise to an electron accumulation layer that has been charac-
terised previously by both angle-integrated22,23 and angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES)
measurements.24 Thus both the states in the bandgap and the electrons in the accumula-
tion layer are associated with indium ad-atoms. This scenario differs from that proposed on
the basis of low-energy ARPES measurements, where the accumulation layer was associated
with surface oxygen vacancies and the bandgap state with bulk oxygen vacancies.24
Results and discussion
Valence band photoemission spectra of vacuum annealed In2O3(111) (1×1) excited at 600
eV and 6054 eV photon energy are shown in the left panels of Figure 1. The most obvious
change in the spectra upon increasing the photon energy is the pronounced enhancement
of the relative intensity of the peak at the bottom of the valence band compared to other
features in the spectra. At the same time, a weak peak near the Fermi level shows more
muted intensity enhancement relative to the top of the valence band. Finally, a broad shoul-
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der toward the bottom of the bulk bandgap (identified as a gap state and marked as GS)
in the Figure decreases in intensity relative to both the Fermi level peak and the valence
band maximum. Both the gap state and the Fermi level peak are strongly attenuated for a
sample that has been annealed in oxygen (10−6 mbar for 30 minutes at 600 ◦C), as shown
in the right hand panels of Figure 1, suggesting that they are inter-connected.
Figure 1: Hard and soft X-ray photoemission spectra of In2O3(111) after annealing in UHV
(left panels) and after annealing in oxygen (right panels). The gap state (GS) that is the
main focus of this letter in highlighted in cyan in the left hand panels. Note the factor of 5
difference in the expansions of the highlighted region for the data taken at the two different
photon energies (10 at 600 eV and 50 at 6054 eV). The Fermi level is located at 0 eV (dashed
vertical line).
In principle, two factors need to be considered to understand these changes. Firstly, the
electron inelastic mean free path increases with electron kinetic energy in the regime of our
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experiments from around 12 A˚ at 600 eV to 76 A˚ at 6054 eV,25 so structure associated with
states localised at or near the surface will be stronger at the lower photon energy, in the
absence of other influences. Secondly, intensities are dependent on ionisation cross sections
and the atomic make-up of the electronic states involved. In particular, the cross-section for
ionisation of In 5s and In 5p states decrease with increasing photon energy much less rapidly
than for O 2p states owing to the oscillatory behaviour of the radial wavefunction close to
the In nucleus.26,27
Figure 2: Hard and soft X-ray photoemission spectra of Sn-doped In2O3(111). The increase
in relative intensity of peaks at the bottom of the valence band and close to the Fermi energy
provide a qualitative indication of the influence of cross-section effects.
Qualitatively, it is possible to establish the influence of cross-section effects by reference
to photoemission data for Sn-doped In2O3(111) shown in Figure 2. The carrier density in
this sample is estimated to be about 4.5×1020 cm−3 from the energy of the plasmon satellite
6
observed on the In 3d5/2 core line (Supplementary Figure S1).
28 At this high carrier density
the Fermi level lies above the charge neutrality level and there is carrier depletion rather
than carrier accumulation at the surface.23 However, the Thomas-Fermi screening length is
about 6.8 A˚, so any band bending in the near-surface region must take place over this length
range, which is less than the effective probing depth (which is usually considered to be three
times the inelastic mean free path) for both the soft and hard X-rays used in the current
study, as shown schematically in Figure 3. Thus XPS at both energies is dominated by the
region where the electron gas is effectively homogeneous (even at 600 eV only 40% of the
photoemission intensity comes from the space charge region). The spectra in Figure 2 reveal
an increase in intensity of the peak at the bottom of the valence band (as in Figure 1) and a
related pronounced increase in the intensity of the conduction band peak near to the Fermi
level. States at the bottom of the valence band and states in the conduction band both have
pronounced In 5s character and the intensity enhancement relative to states in upper part
of the valence band reflects this high In 5s contribution.
Comparing Figures 1 and 2 it is apparent that the increase in the relative intensity with
photon energy of the conduction band feature is much less pronounced for the UHV an-
nealed sample of In2O3 than for Sn-doped In2O3. This is because in the former case the
conduction band peak derives from electrons in an accumulation whose overall thickness is
of order 80 A˚.24 Thus spectra excited at 600 eV photon energy are completely dominated
by the space charge region, whereas at 6054 eV the effective sampling depth in the experi-
ment extends through the space charge layer into regions where the carrier density is much
lower, as shown in the schematic diagram of Figure 3. Thus, the effects of cross-section
changes are offset by the increase in sampling depth. At the same time, the intensity of
the structure in the gap decreases dramatically relative to that of both the conduction band
and the top of the valence band on increasing the photon energy from 600 eV to 6054 eV.
Cross-section changes alone for a 5s-5p lone pair state would lead to an enhancement of the
intensity relative to the top of the valence band, as is found in hard X-ray photoemission
7
Figure 3: Schematic representation of the change in electron probing depth on increasing
the photon energy from 600 eV to 6054 eV in relation to electron density in the electron
accumulation layer (indicated by graded shading) formed on vacuum annealed In2O3(111)
(1×1). Electron density in the surface lone pair (LP) is highlighted in cyan. The essen-
tially homogenous electron density in Sn-doped In2O3 is also shown in a schematic. The
exponential decrease in the contribution to the photoemission signal with increasing depth
is indicated in the two curves on the right of the figure, which extend over a distance of three
times the inelastic mean-free path. Note that in the semi-classical infinite barrier model used
to deal with band bending,22–24 the electron density goes to zero at the surface itself due to
the potential barrier.
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of the lone pair state in SnO.29,30 However for lone pair states localised entirely on surface
cations, cross-section effects will again be offset by changes in the effective sampling depth,
to an extent that should be even more pronounced than when dealing with electrons in the
accumulation layer. This explains the decrease in intensity of the gap state feature relative
to the conduction band feature on increasing the photon energy. In summary, the left hand
panel of Figure 1 alone tells us already that the GS is much more confined in depth to the
surface than the spread of the electrons in the accumulation layer. Comparing the left hand
panel off Figure 1 with Figure 2, we further learn that the overall depth distribution of the
accumulation layer is shallower than the effective probing depth for 6 keV electrons (over 200
A˚). Thus 200 A˚ > t(accumulation layer) > t(GS), where the t are effective thicknesses. This
scenario differs from that proposed previously based on ARPES data24 and the assumption
that surface oxygen vacancies are shallow donors and bulk oxygen vacancies are deep states.11
To provide atomistic insights into the nature of the lone pair surface states, we turn to
first-principles calculations. Mapping of the potential energy surface for In adatoms on the
surface of In2O3 reveals a number of threefold oxygen hollow sites as local energy minima, as
shown Figure 4. More specifically we may distinguish between A sites where the three-fold
oxygen hollow surrounds an oxygen atom at the bottom of the outer quadrupolar layer, and
B sites where this sub-surface oxygen is missing - the sub-surface sites would be occupied by
an anion for (111) surfaces of materials with the stoichiometric MO2 fluorite structure. In
analysing the LEED data, we were constrained to dealing with sites with local C3 symmetry
i.e. all the oxygen atoms were required to have the same z coordinate. Only one of the B
sites met this requirement and the subsequent discussion is based on occupation of this B
site by the ad-atom. However, it must be noted that the adsorption minima are somewhat
deeper for the A sites (-0.45 eV) than the B sites (-0.32 eV) in the DFT calculations.
In the LEED analysis, three equal In-O bond lengths of 2.15 A˚ were found for the ad-
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Figure 4: Calculated potential energy surface of single In ad-atom incorporation onto the
(111) termination of In2O3. The adsorption energy is for the process: In(s) + bare-surface
In-on-surface. A number of local minima are found with total energy within several meV
of each other. Also plotted is the electron density associated with the sub bandgap feature
observed above the valence band in the electronic density of states for surface sites labeled
A and B: it is localised asymmetric electron density characteristic of an In(I) lone pair.
atoms. In the DFT calculations, the allowance of lateral relaxation led to the ad-atom moving
off-centre in the hollow site to give three different and slightly longer In-O bond lengths of
2.28 A˚, 2.39 A˚ and 2.89 A˚. The In-O bond length emerging from the LEED analysis is within
the range between 2.13 A˚ and 2.23 A˚ found in the bulk crystal structure of In2O3.
31 Some of
the discrepancy between LEED and DFT may arise from partial compensation the surface
In(I) donors by near-surface oxygen interstitials, so that some of the ad-atoms are In(III)
rather than In(I). Given a bulk lattice parameter of 10.117 A˚, the presence of an In(I) one-
electron donor within each surface unit cell would lead to a 2D electron density of 5.6×1013
cm-2 within the electron accumulation layer. The value inferred from measurements of the
wavevector at the Fermi energy in angle resolved photoelectron spectra is 4.2×1013 cm-2,24
thus suggesting 25% of the donor centres are compensated. This would lead to reduction in
the average In-O bond length. However a more extended set of experimental LEED data,
including measurements at non-normal incidence, are needed to further explore details of the
surface structure. The partial densities of states for a bare slab and for a slab with a single
uncompensated indium ad-atom per surface unit cell in a site B are shown in Figure 5. The
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In ad-atoms result in two changes to the electronic structure: (i) one electron is dispersed
into the delocalised conduction band of In2O3 resulting in n-type doping and thereby the
two-dimensional gas in the near surface region;22–24 (ii) two electrons remain trapped in a
state localised on the indium ad-atom. This state sits just above the main valence band
edge and extends into the bulk bandgap. Inspection of the partial electronic densities of
states shows that the gap state has pronounced In 5s and In 5p character, as expected for
a directional lone pair, but with additional mixing with O 2p states as required by recent
models for development of lone pairs.9,10
Figure 5: O 2p, In 5s and In 5p partial densities of states (PDOS) for In2O3(111): (a) bare
(11) slab (b) after inclusion of a single In adatom in each surface unit cell in site B. Binding
energies are given relative to the Fermi level, which is indicated by a dashed line. The lower
panel reveals the appearance of a new gap state (GS) just above the valence band maximum
with mixed In 5s-5p (identified in bold) and O 2p character, as well as a shift in the Fermi
level from mid-gap into the conduction band. Note that the O 2p PDOS has been divided
by 10 to allow visual comparison with In 5s and 5p states.
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In the simple chemical nomenclature of the ionic model, the adatoms are N-2 valent In+
ions, in contrast to In3+ formally present in the bulk. However, due to pronounced cova-
lency these different charge states are better represented as In(I) and In(III) respectively.
Although the In(I) oxide In2O is not known as a bulk solid phase, In2O has been charac-
terised in the gas phase.32 A limited number of solid oxide phases containing In(I) are also
known, including the tungsten bronze InxWO3
33 and In(I)-β”-alumina.34 In2O has also been
deposited onto InAs(001) surfaces, where it was characterised by STM.35 Thus the formation
of surface In(I) sites is broadly consistent with the known chemistry of indium. Lone pair
states of the sort we have identified are expected to have a profound impact on the catalytic36
and photocatalytic activity of In2O3.
13 In particular directional lone pairs will confer Lewis
basicity on the surface indium sites, and at the same time the surface lone pairs, which lie
just above the top of the bulk valence band, will act as centres for trapping photogenerated
holes. Holes located at the surface are optimally placed to bring about oxidation reactions,
such as the destruction of organic pollutants.37
The combination of hard and soft X-ray photoemission measurements performed in tan-
dem with first principles density functional theory calculations have conclusively established
that electronic states found within the bandgap of In2O3(111) arise from electron lone pairs
localised on surface indium ad-atoms. These ad-atoms also provide the electrons for the
well-known electron accumulation layer that develops on the surface of In2O3 under reduc-
ing conditions.23,24 The current interpretation differs from that advanced previously, where
the gap state was presumed to arise from bulk oxygen vacancies and the electrons in the
accumulation layer from surface oxygen vacancies.24 This explanation is not consistent with
hard and soft XPS when considered together. The current picture is much simpler and is
supported by LEED I/V data, which reveal the presence of the ad-atoms first proposed on
the basis of STM measurements. It remains to be seen if the ideas developed here can be
extended to other post transition metal oxides such as SnO2
14,15 and Ga2O3
16 where in-gap
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states are also known to develop under reducing conditions.
Experimental
Undoped In2O3 and 3% Sn-doped In2O3 (ITO) single crystal thin films with atomically flat
surfaces were grown on Y-ZrO2(111) substrates in an oxide molecular beam epitaxy system
at a substrate temperature of 700 ◦C with an oxygen plasma pressure of 3×10−5 mbar to
a thickness of 210 nm.38 The initial carrier concentrations for the as-grown In2O3 and ITO
films were 2×1018 cm-3 and 4×1020 cm-3, respectively, as determined by Hall measurements
and further confirmed by infrared reflectivity. The carrier density increased to a higher value
of around 1.5×1019 cm-3 for the undoped sample after the experimental measurements in
UHV, a value above the limit for the onset of degeneracy. For the Sn-doped sample it was
possible to estimate an in situ carrier density of around 4.5×1020 cm-3 from measurement of
a plasmon satellite on the In 3d core line at 0.64 eV (Supplementary Figure S1).28
Photoemission spectra were obtained at the I09 beamline of the Diamond Light Source,
UK. This beamline delivers photons with energies ranging from 100 eV to 18000 eV using
two canted undulators, providing both soft and hard X-rays focused to the same point on
the sample. Hard X-rays (hν = 6054 eV) were selected using a cooled Si(111) double crystal
monochromator coupled with an additional Si(004) channel-cut high resolution monochro-
mator. Soft X-rays (hν = 600 eV) were obtained using a plane grating monochromator
(300 lines/mm). The end station is equipped with a VG Scienta EW4000 electron analyzer
with ±30◦ angular acceptance. The photon beam is perpendicular to the electron emission
direction. The photon beam is polarized in the plane of the orbit (horizontally) resulting
in the electric vector being aligned with the electron emission direction. The sample was
placed in a grazing incidence geometry (<5◦), with the surface normal in the plane defined
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by the photon beam and electron emission direction (p-polarized), thereby significantly en-
hancing the count rate. The experiments were performed at room temperature. The total
experimental energy resolution was better than 0.3 eV for all photon energies. Experiments
were conducted on an undoped sample which had been previously annealed in oxygen24 and
on the same sample after gentle Ar ion bombardment (6 mA, 500 eV for 5 minutes) followed
by annealing at 500C for 30 minutes in UHV. The UHV annealed sample gave a well-defined
(1×1) LEED pattern. Another In2O3 thin film prepared with very similar conditions in a dif-
ferent UHV chamber connected directly with STM, shows the appearance of ordered bright
dots (as shown in Supplementary Figure S2) characteristic of the In ad-atoms reported by
M. Wagner et al.19 The as-presented Sn-doped sample was studied for comparison.
First-principles calculations were performed on the pristine (111) surface of In2O3, which
is the lowest energy termination of the crystal and contains planes of charge neutral {O12In16O12}
trilayers. A slab model of 4 quadrupolar trilayers (160 atoms) was used, as previously re-
ported.39 The potential energy surface for indium adatom adsorption was assessed by in-
troducing a 10×10 grid on the (111) surface and calculating the total energy for a locally
relaxed structure at each grid point. The total energy and electronic structure were calcu-
lated within DFT as implemented in the VASP code. The electronic wavefunctions were
represented using planes waves with a kinetic energy cutoff of 500 eV, and the Brillouin
zone was sampled using a k-point grid of 2×2×1 (4×4×1 for the density of states). All
calculations were performed using the PBEsol exchange-correlation functional.
The dynamical LEED calculations were performed using the Tensor-LEED program.40
The relativistic phase shifts were calculated using the phase shift program41 that is pack-
aged with Tensor-LEED. The agreement between the theory and the experiment was tested
using the Pendry R-factor and the error bars quoted are calculated using the Pendry RR-
function.42 Four different sets of phase shifts were used: two for oxygen and two for indium.
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At the beginning of the analysis the Debye temperatures were set to 108 K for In and 500
K for O. The lmax value was set to 8 and the imaginary part of inner potential was set to
5.0 eV. These values were optimised in the final stages of the analysis to 100 K and 350 K
for the surface and bulk In respectively; to 1300 K and 2500 K for the surface and bulk O;
to 8 for lmax and to 5.5 eV for imaginary part of inner potential. The real part of the inner
potential is independent of energy and was allowed to relax as is normal in LEED analysis.
Starting from a bulk cut structure, a single indium ad-atom was added to one of the three-
fold hollow sites identified in the calculations discussed above and relaxation was allowed in
the outer two quadrupolar layers and for the In ad-atom. The geometrical parameters are
optimized only in the vertical (z) direction: normal incidence LEED is not very sensitive
to the lateral parameters and the published data set was limited in range. Although 81
atoms were therefore allowed to relax, symmetry constraints dictated that only 28 positional
parameters were refined, along with the real part of the inner potential and the z coordinate
of the ad-atom. This corresponds to (1270/30) eV = 42 eV of raw data per parameter. All
parameters were refined simultaneously. For indium atoms the final error bars are between
0.02 A˚ and 0.05 A˚ in the outer quadrupolar layer and between 0.08 A˚ and 0.12 A˚ in the next
layer. The error bars on the oxygen positions are larger and increase with depth below the
surface from 0.06 A˚ and 0.08 A˚ in the outermost layer through ranges of 0.04 A˚ - 0.10 A˚;
0.10 A˚ - 0.25 A˚; and 0.12 A˚ - 0.16 A˚ in the next three layers. The final Pendry R-factor was
found to be 0.27 after inclusion of a single ad-atom per unit cell at one of B positions (see
below) suggested by the DFT calculations, as compared with R = 0.31 without inclusion of
ad-atoms. The results of the LEED analysis, including measured and simulated I/V profiles,
are given as given as supplementary data.
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